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Preparatory to and in conjunction with an investigation of the variability in

hemolymph proteins of Callinectes sapidus Rathbun, the common Atlantic Coast

blue crab, we sought published data on the range and mean values for the protein
concentrations in the adults of this species. Although a considerable amount of in-

formation is available for many Decapoda, particularly European species, and was

conveniently summarized in 1960 by Florkin and by Engle and Woods, little could

be found for the blue crab. As our own determinations of hemolymph protein
concentrations accumulated, two facts promptly emerged: (1) individual variation

of hemolymph protein concentration showed a ten-fold range; and (2) males showed
a distinctly lower mean value than females for protein concentration. These findings

suggested that considerable caution be exercised in the use of similar published data

which for many other species were obtained on a very small sample or on but one

individual. Furthermore, the difference in mean values of protein concentration

for the two sexes is sufficient to merit attention in future studies directed at

determining similar comparative biochemical data.

Wide size variation in the adults of both sexes, already noted by several in-

vestigators (Gray and Newcombe, 1938; Tyler and Cargo, 1963), led us to seek

possible correlations between body size and hemolymph protein concentration.

Finally, because we found in other studies that over one-half of the serum protein

was hemocyanin, total copper in individual sera was assayed to provide an indication

of which protein components varied sufficiently in their concentrations to produce
the wide range in individual total protein concentration observed.

METHODSANDMATERIALS

Data were obtained from 160 female and 98 male adult blue crabs, Callinectes

sapidus, collected in Core and Bogue Sounds off the coast of Carteret County, North

Carolina, during February, March, April and early May of 1963. In addition, 75

female blue crabs "in sponge" taken during May formed the basis for a third

group of data.

During the first two months of this study, hemolymph was collected from crabs

shipped on ice to Durham from the Duke University Marine Laboratory. Although
these specimens were usually quite active on arrival and were bled immediately, the

1 This study was supported in part by National Institutes of Health Grant No.

GM-07290-04.
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wide variability in their individual serum protein concentrations suggested that some

individuals might have been affected by the conditions under which they were trans-

ported. Hence, all further analyses (all sponge females and over one-half of the

remainder of the sample) were made on serum obtained at the Marine Laboratory
either from animals just taken from the field or within twelve hours from animals

held in well-aerated tanks of running sea water. Some of the latter groups and

some sponge females were tagged, kept in the tanks more than a week, fed ad

libitum, and bled at intervals of three to four days to follow the serum protein and

total copper levels of individuals through this period. Forty-one male crabs bled

consecutively were divided into two groups, dependent upon the total amount of

hemolymph removed at each bleeding. From 22, <5 ml. per bleeding were with-

drawn; from 19, >5 ml. per bleeding were withdrawn.
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FIGURE 1. Length-width values of 98 male (x) and 160 female () adult specimens of

Callincctes sapidits. Means : c?L = 61.17
; ?L = 63.79 ; c?W= 132.55 ; ?W= 155.18.

Measurements on each crab were recorded for the shortest distance between the

ends of the lateral carapace spines, the width (W), and for the distance from the

median anterior groove, just behind the rostrum, to the posterior edge of the

carapace, the length (L) (see diagram on Figure 1). Appendage defects and

losses were noted for each individual.

Hemolymph was withdrawn by syringe from the sinuses at the base of the chelae

and swimming legs, and allowed to clot in individual refrigerated centrifuge tubes.

Clots were broken with a glass rod and squeezed out by centrifugation. The indi-

vidual sera were separated from the clots and stored at 4 C.

The protein content of each serum was determined by the method of Lowry ct a!.

(1951), standardized with crystalline bovine serum albumin and with lyophilized

hemocyanin. The standard curves for the two proteins were indistinguishable.
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Total copper concentration was determined by the 2,2'-biquinoline reaction of

Klotz and Klotz (1955), modified by the addition of cysteine hydrochloride as sug-

gested by Felsenfeld (1960). The test was standardized against both copper sulfate

and against copper foil with no detectable difference in the concentrations used.

Large pools of adult male and female crab sera were dialyzed in the cold (4 C.)

against repeated changes of distilled water over five to seven days,
tion at an RCF of 750 for 30 minutes, the clear blue supernatant

lyophilized and stored at 20 C.

RESULTS

After centrifuga-
fluid was

Figure 1 is a plot of the length- width relationships for the 98 male and 160

female crabs. Interestingly, this small sample of the North Carolina blue crab

population south of Cape Hatteras proved remarkably similar in length-width

relationship to the adult blue crab population sampled by Gray and Newcombe

(1938) from Chesapeake Bay. Using our mean value for width in their equations
derived to express the relationship between the linear dimensions, length and width,

the predicted value for mean length of females was within 1 %of the observed mean
value for that dimension

;
of males within 3%. Table I summarizes size data for all

three groups of adults. Generally, in the same width-class males tend to be longer
than females. A test of the significance of the difference between the mean width of

TABLE I

Summary of morphometric and chemical data

Number of individuals
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males and that of females showed the probability of exceeding the observed value of

t ( 13.2739) to be much smaller than 0.001. A similar test of the W/L index for

males and females showed the probability of exceeding the observed value of t

(18.1357) also to be much smaller than 0.001. The differences in the compared
means are, therefore, highly significant.

Serum protein and copper

The individual determinations of serum protein concentration in mg./ml. and

total copper in jug./ml. are shown in Figure 2, together with the means for both
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FIGURE 2. Individual serum protein and serum total copper values for 98 male ( + ) and
160 female (o) adult specimens of Callinectes sapidus. The solid line represents points cal-

culated for protein with a copper/protein ratio (X 100) of 0.200.

values for both sexes. The line has been drawn through points which represent
a copper/protein ratio XlOO (C/P ratio) of 0.200, a probable upper limit for the

copper/protein ratio of pure hemocyanin from blue crab hemolymph.
No correlation could be found between crab size and copper or protein values.

Table I summarizes data on mean serum protein concentrations, mean total serum

copper concentrations and mean C/P ratios for all three groups. Given below are

tests for the significance of the difference between the various means observed,

together with the probability that t will fall outside these values :
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Protein of cf compared with protein of 9 :

Protein of 9 compared with protein of sponge 9 :

Copper of cf compared with copper of 9 :

Copper of 9 compared with copper of sponge 9 :

C/P ratio of cf compared with C/P ratio of 9 :

C/P ratio of 9 compared with C/P ratio of sponge

/ = 3.9800, <0.001
t = 5.4059, <0.001
/ = 3.3148, <0.001
/ = 2.3623, 0.01-0.02

t = 0.4899, 0.6-0.7

/ = 3.0714, 0.001-0.01

Thus, there is a significant difference between all mean values compared except
between mean C/P ratios of male and non-sponge bearing female crabs.

No correlation could be discovered between individual serum protein concen-

tration and the absence of or defects in appendages in individual adults of both sexes.

Consecutive bleeding experiments

A total of 41 marked adult male crabs were bled in the described manner, from

22 of which less than 5 ml. (usually 3.0 ml.) of hemolymph were withdrawn and

from 19 more than 5 ml. were withdrawn. Four days later hemolymph was

withdrawn in the same amounts from the same animals. This procedure was re-

peated at three more four-day intervals. At the third bleeding (day 8) only 22

animals had survived, 14 bled <5 ml. (64% survival), 8 bled >5 ml. (42%
survival). A comparison of mean total protein and copper concentrations, together

with mean C/P ratios for the hemolymphs sampled at days and 8 in both groups of

animals, is made in Table II. Survival was too poor for reasonable comparisons

TABLE II

Changes in blue crab serum protein and copper concentrations in consecutive bleeding experiment (see

text}. All values are means with standard deviation. Means of C/P ratios are means of

individual ratios
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In another experiment of similar design 10 sponge females were bled 5 ml. each

on days 0, 3, and 6. All survived analyses of the same parameters as in the above

experiment and yielded the following results :

Day Day 6

Mean protein concn. (mg./ml.) 81.64 64.45

Mean copper concn. (^g./ml.) 103.7 87.5

Mean C/P ratio 0.127 0.136

The results are essentially similar to those of the preceding experiment.
There was a decrease in protein concentration of about 20% ; a less drastic change
in copper concentration ; and a consequent increase in C/P ratio.

DISCUSSION

Although the sample of blue crabs used in this study was relatively small, com-

parison of size data with those obtained by Gray and Newcombe (1938) from blue

crabs in Chesapeake Bay shows good correspondence in the width-length relation-

ships which were expressed mathematically for both sexes. Tyler and Cargo

(1963), in their comparative study of penultimate and ultimate instars of female

blue crabs from different portions of Chesapeake Bay, presented data on over

2000 crabs which support the wide morphometric variation this species exhibits.

Their findings also support older reports of groupings (or schools) of crabs which

vary significantly in size from locality to locality or in the same locality with time.

We have not detected a significant variation in the samples used in this study

during the period collected. In any case, the total sample of crabs in this study
shows sufficient variation in morphometry and sufficient correspondence with mean

dimensions and width-length relationships already published for other blue crab

populations that it may be assumed to be closely representative of the population
of such crabs for the region and season in which taken.

No published data on the hemolymph protein concentration of the blue crab

have been found. Summaries of comparable data for other Decapoda (Florkin,

1960; Engle and Woods, 1960) reveal ranges and mean values of protein con-

centration for many species based on less than a dozen specimens. There appear
to be few data based on a sufficient number of specimens with which a meaningful

comparison can be made either for mean serum protein concentrations or their

ranges according to sex.

The analysis of 41 individual serum protein concentrations in Mala squinado

by Drach and Teissier (1939) showed three- to four-fold differences. The same
individuals after molt, despite an abrupt drop in protein concentration, showed
the same range in individual variation. Webb (1940), in his study of ionic regu-
lation in Carcinus maenas, gives determinations of plasma protein concentration in

six pools representing up to 18 animals of undesignated sex. The range was from
43 to 72 mg./ml. of protein with a mean of 60 mg./ml. These values were

admittedly approximations, having been obtained by subtracting the weight of salts

from the weight of total solids, but nevertheless suggest a wide range of

concentrations in this species also.

Drilhon-Courtois (1934) included in his data on mineral composition of

Carcinus uiacnas hemolymph a value for total protein in maLes of 4.0% and in
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females 4.26%. These data were obtained from pooled hemolymph collected from

undesignated numbers of individuals. Protein was determined by weight difference

after precipitation and drying. These are the only published figures, of which we
are aware, comparing male with female hemolymph protein concentrations.

Allison and Cole (1940) concluded that, after clotting, the sera of Homarus
aincricanus. Cancer borealis and Callinectes sapidus contained only hemocyanin
(HCy) and that the concentration of this protein varied as much as 100% in dif-

ferent individuals. Unfortunately, no data were presented to substantiate indi-

vidual variability in Callinectes sapidus. It is doubtful from our own unpublished
work that the isolation methods used by these investigators would exclude apohemo-
cyanin from the blue crab product they analyzed, thus decreasing to some unknown

degree the Cu:N ratio they obtained for the hemocyanin of this species.

The ten-fold range in individual serum protein concentrations could not be

correlated with size, with the number or condition of appendages, or with the im-

mediate previous history of the animals, i.e., shipped over ice to Durham, fresh

from the field, or held in tanks of running sea water.

The degree of variability in copper-bearing protein (principally hemocyanin)
and non-copper-bearing protein (principally apohemocyanin) concentrations is

shown in Figure 2. Those individuals in this Figure designated by points close to

the line representing a C/P ratio of 0.200 should possess sera having a very high

proportion of their total protein as HCy. Starch gel electrophoretic patterns of

the sera from such individuals confirm this prediction. Individuals whose serum

protein and/or serum copper concentrations place them far from the line possess
sera which produce quite different patterns of band concentration after electro-

phoresis. These observations parallel those already made by Manwell and Baker

(1963) in their study of the heterogeneity of HCy from Callinectes sapidus when

subjected to electrophoresis on starch gel.

A comparison of the mean values for serum protein concentration, serum copper
and C/P ratios between male and female crabs shows generally lower values for the

protein and copper of male sera but essentially the same C/P ratio. If one assumes

a value of 0.200 for the C/P ratio of pure HCy, and if one assumes that HCy
is the only copper contributor, then, on the average, 68-69% of male and female

serum proteins are HCy, the bulk of the remaining protein being apohemocyanin.
The data which have been obtained from the sera of sponge females bear special

attention (see Table I). The mean concentration of serum protein is considerably

higher than that obtained for non-sponge females (75.8 mg./ml. vs. 62.7 mg./ml.) :

so too is the total serum copper (93.2 /xg./ml. vs. 83.9 jug./ml). The differences in

these increments of unit protein and copper are such, however, that the mean C/P
ratio is considerably lower for sponge females. Without further analysis it might
be presumed that simultaneous increases in concentrations of HCy and of non-

copper-bearing proteins have occurred. If the same assumptions as made above

hold true, the sera of sponge females contain on the average about 63% HCy.
The consecutive bleeding experiments (see Table II et seq.) revealed an ex-

pected and consistent pattern of protein loss (between 20 and 25%, regardless of

amount taken) over the first week of bleeding. This decrease in protein con-

centration was accompanied by only minor changes in copper concentration,

resulting in an increased C/P ratio in all groups.
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To account for these changes one might assume HCy synthesis with little or no

concomitant production of new non-copper-bearing hemolymph proteins. How-
ever, we think a more likely explanation is the conversion of apohemocyanin to HCy
by the addition of copper from some stored source such as in the hepatopancreas, an

organ rich in copper in the spidercrab, Maia (Zuckerkandl, 1957), terrestrial iso-

pods (Wieser and Makart, 1961), and Octopus (Ghiretti-Magaldi et al, 1958).
All of these studies are being extended by regular collections and determinations

to discover possible seasonal differences. Changes at molting are also being in-

vestigated. In addition, electrophoretic and serological analyses of all individual

sera are in progress.

Weare particularly indebted to Miss Judith Payne for securing and shipping
us the live specimens used in the early portion of this study, and to the personnel of

the Duke University Marine Laboratory for their generous provision of tank space
and laboratory facilities on short notice. The statistical analysis was immeasurably

simplified by the Duke University Digital Computing Laboratory, using the TSAR
(tape storage and retrieval) System designed and programmed by Mr. Robert D.

Carlitz and Mrs. A. J. Gabor.

SUMMARY

1. Width, length and the concentrations of hemolymph protein and copper
were determined individually for 333 adult blue crabs, Callinectes sapidus Rathbun.

Of these, 160 were adult females, 98 adult males, and 75 females in sponge.
2. In the same width-class males tend to be longer than females.

3. Wide variation in serum protein and copper concentrations was found in the

three groups. There was no correlation between specimen size and mean serum

protein or copper concentrations. Mean serum protein and copper concentrations

of males were lower by a significant difference than those for all females ; sponge
females exhibited correspondingly higher mean serum protein and copper concen-

trations than adult females without sponge. The mean copper-protein ratios of

adult male and female crab hemolymph were essentially identical and higher by a

significant difference than that value for the hemolymph from sponge females.

4. Crabs bled at regular intervals exhibited a decrease in mean serum protein

levels and an increment in the mean copper-protein ratios. An explanation of this

observation is discussed.
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